
Transcending NFTs 
Into The AI Powered Metaverse



DYSTOWORLD DystoWorld is a multi-faceted ecosystem for bringing digital
goods to Web3 & The Metaverse. Our team handles smart
contract development and deployment in the form of a
launchpad, immediate utility in the form of virtual land, and
security with a friendly user experience for non-crypto natives.



NFT Issuance and curation can be a difficult process, plagued by 
problems. It can also be hard to navigate the NFT markets with so 
many "rug-pulls" and "money- grab" projects. The current main 
NFT platforms do not curate these projects, merely acting as 
marketplaces.

CURRENT PROBLEMS 
IN THE DIGITAL GOODS
LANDSCAPE

Real utility offered by digital art and pfp collections is rare. They 
are typically just held in cryptocurrency wallets like Metamask 
and only viewed on native platforms like OpenSea.

Digital assets in traditional gaming tend to be mandated and 
controlled solely by the game’s creators. Communities often lack 
ownership and governance-powers over both the game and the 
game’s economy.



SOLUTIONS

For Issuance and Curation: 
Dystoworld Launchpad provides a 
streamlined process handled by pro-
fessionals covering everything from 
smart contract implementation to 
reveal and metadata upload. We also 
have an extensive and rigorous cura-
tion process. We take a close look at 
both operational and technical aspects.

For gaming digital goods: NFTs 
provide true ownership of digital 
goods and increase transparency 
through smart contracts governing 
their dynamics. Games selling these 
assets on our Launchpad gain our 
full technical expertise, support and 
smart contract templates, easing 
migration into Web3.

Having the components mentioned 
above, a game or a collection of 
games can easily transcend into the 
metaverse, by allowing a greater 
overlap of our digital and physical lives 
in wealth, socialization, productivity, 
shopping, and entertainment.

True ownership of
digital goods

Curation
and Q/A

Well-established
Play-to-earn model

For utility: We provide additional utility to the NFTs minted on our launchpad via the 
Dystoworld Portal, ensuring each NFT plays a role in our Metaverse.



Creators

The DystoWorld team will provide a seamless process to
launch digital goods in NFT form and bring them instant 
value via our multiplayer game environments, bringing 
your goods closer to the metaverse.

Our development team will handle the development of 
smart contracts and the deployment in a user-friendly
experience. We'll also provide utility to every launched NFT
collection: staking,3D avatars, and other neat features 
usable within our ecosystem.

OUR PROCESS

Users

Explore and purchase high quality digital goods that are 
most importantly vetted and deployed by our professional 
development team; and ensure your NFTs have instant 
value thanks to our 3D game spaces and virtual environments.



COMPONENTS OF DYSTOWORLD

The DystoWorld Launchpad is our first and main product, the place where digital
goods enter existence. Our Launchpad for NFT projects is maintained by our highly
trained team of blockchain engineers, audited and ensured to be home only to 
high quality projects.

The LaunchPad will allow creators to go through an advanced vetting process 
to launch multi-faceted projects, with many feature sets and scalability. It will allow 
users to feel secure that they are buying projects that are backed by good code 
and audited by professionals.

The Launchpad will also be home to projects aiming to achieve immediate utility to 
their NFTs; starting with the Dystoworld Portal.

Dystoworld Launchpad



COMPONENTS OF DYSTOWORLD

The DystoWorld Portal is a virtual world composed of unique PARCELS that fit 
into the Dystoworld lore. These are NFTs (abiding by the ERC-721 standard), 
allowing players to own a portion of the DystoWorld Portal Metaverse. 
Moreover, PARCEL owners will be able to customize their PARCEL spot on the 
Portal Map and their  respective 3D Metaverse space.

By visiting The Portal, users will glimpse the primary PARCEL owners in 
DystoWorld and their digital assets. Owners of multiple adjacent PARCELS will 
be able to customize a more significant, more complex region of our Metaverse. 

Holding PARCELs will also unlock new staking options for the NFTs minted on 
Dystoworld Launchpad and PARCEL staking.

DystoWorld Portal



COMPONENTS OF DYSTOWORLD

As a cutting-edge feature for the NFT collections that are distributed through Dystoworld Launchpad, we use AI 
to bring the collection to life. 

By using the power of GPT3, we create personalities for your PFP NFTs, enabling public interactions with each one 
of them, while they are staked in DystoWorld portal. 

Not only that owners can showcase their NFTs in our 3D rooms, but they will also be able to bring them to life 
and profit from their interactions with other Portal visitors. 

Each visitor will be able to start a chat session with a staked NFT and each NFT can be parametrized by the 
owner to have slightly a different personality. Whenever a chat session starts, this will be marked in our internal 
database and increase the yield generated via staking by the said NFT. 

We believe that this feature will further incentivize NFT staking, as well as referrals to our platform and Dystoworld 
Portal. Staking is paramount for NFT collections because it lowers the potential sell pressure and keeps the floor 
price higher. By having access to this feature immediately after the mint is completed, the initial floor drop 
(common amongst NFT collections) can be much more easy to manage and overcome.

DystoWorld Portal - AI generated personality 



COMPONENTS OF DYSTOWORLD DystoWarz is our proprietary game and will lead the way for projects 
that make use of the $DYSTO token—it’s the first candidate for both 
The Portal and The Launchpad. DystoWarz will also pioneer the way 
through the LaunchPad’s vetting process.

Dystowarz is a browser-based game set in an immersive dystopian 
world with rich lore where players fight to survive.

The game makes use of multiple types of NFTs, interacting with 
several smart contracts for interesting and engaging mechanics.

These will be purchasable through the LaunchPad and offer varying 
benefits, like staking in The Portal.



$DYSTO TOKEN

The building block of the DystoWorld Ecosystem is the $DYSTO token. 
The token serves a multitude of utilities:

Central Currency of the Dystoworld Ecosystem, including future NFT sales
(PARCELS and Dystowarz in-game NFTs),
Staking Principal and Staking Reward
Play-to-earn reward for Dystowarz and various Launchpad Collections
Ecosystem governance and Dystowarz governance
In-game currency for some games selling digital goods on Dystoworld Launchpad

Storytelling and Lore is also a vital part of Dys-
towarz. We aim to allow token holders to vote 
for the future of our game, turning the users 
into the storytellers.

Changes to the Dystoworld ecosystem: 
Metaverse, map, factions, launchpad 
features will all be achievable by voting 
with the Dysto token.



Access to Launchpad benefits

Utility token for all games in
Dysto Ecosystem

Upgrading and Building
Land

Staking &
Governance

In-game economics; help
shape DystoWorld’s lore

$DYSTO UTILITY



WHY DYSTOWORLD IS NEEDED?

We alleviate the need for development
experience in NFT project issuance and
curate only the best projects for quality
and security.

The Dysto ecosystem will merge
elements of DeFi, NFT sales, and the
Spatial Web. Buy, build and earn.

Not just a marketplace. An industry
standard “go-to” platform providing
immediate value and utility to your
digital assets.

Low fees, efficient and user-friendly. 
Our multi-chain approach also means
 a broader reach to more users.



COMPANY REVENUE MODEL

At the end of the day, we are a startup and 
every startup needs a sustainable revenue 
model. After months of thorough planning, we 
found the secret sauce that enables us to have 
a long-term functioning revenue model. 
One-time sales and Token allocation will help 
the company thrive through the phases where 
other startups fail (the "valley of death" phases). 

Launchpad
Commission

OpenSea Royalties
for Parcels and Dystowarz

Extra development
services for NFT collections

Metaverse Addons
(3d environments and

extra assets)

Recurring Revenue

Token Sale and
Token Allocation

Parcels Sale

Dystowarz Sale

One-time Sales

Landlord Staking

Dystowarz rewards

$DYSTO Staking

Employees and
Technical Development

Recurring Expenses

Marketing/PR

Company profit

By taking this time to establish our launchpad 
and our metaverse as one of the "go-to" 
platforms in the NFT market, we ensure that 
the ecosystem will acquire sufficient recurring 
revenue in the future to fund the holder staking 
and  rewards. The company aims to be profit-
able just based on recurring revenue starting 
August 2023.



TOTAL SUPPLY: 400,000,000

INITIAL 
LIQUIDITY

INITIAL
CIRCULATING SUPPLY
(including liquidity tokens)

9,106,100 6,325,000 $660,022$585,000
(292,5K $DYSTO, 292,5K USDT)

INITIAL
CIRCULATING SUPPLY
(excluding liquidity tokens)

INITIAL
MCAP

(excluding liquidity)

TOKENOMICS USE OF PROCEEDS
Marketing

20%

Developement
50%

Operation
11.65%

Reserve
10%

Liquidity
8.35%



SEED ROUND

STRATEGIC ROUND

PRIVATE ROUND

PUBLIC ROUND

STAKING

PLAY TO EARN

MARKETING

AIRDROP

TEAM

ADVISORS

LIQUIDITY

RESERVE

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPEMENT

ALLOCATION

Total

2,5%

2,75%

5%

1,005%

20,34%

17%

20%

1,33%

11%

2%

5,075%

3%

9%

10.000.000

11.000.000

20.000.000

4.020.000

81.360.000

68.000.000

80.000.000

5.320.000

44.000.000

8.000.000

20.300.000

12.000.000

36.000.000

0,0468

0,0737

0,09

0,1053

10% TGE AND LINEAR RELEASE FOR 12 MONTHS

12%TGE AND LINEAR RELEASE FOR 10 MONTHS 

15% TGE AND LINEAR RELEASE FOR 8 MONTHS

25% TGE AND LINEAR RELEASE FOR 4 MONTHS

468.000

810.700

1.800.000

423.306

LINEAR RELEASE AFTER 2ND WEEK OF TGE 
FOR 10 MONTHS

LOCKED FOR 2 YEARS THEN LINEAR VESTING

LOCKED FOR 1 YEAR THEN LINEAR VESTING

13,7% ON TGE

LINEAR RELEASE AFTER 6 MONTHS OF TGE

100% 400.000.000 3.502.006

% TOKENS PRICE($) RELEASE SCHEDULE RAISE



ROADMAP

Architecturing the 
DyABC contracts
Implementing the smart 
contract templates for 
generic NFT launches
Setting up the onchain 
listeners and handling 
events causality
Composing the Launchpad 
UI/UX element spectrum
Implementing Landlord 
Staking

Implementation of the 
Dystoworld 3D rooms
Integrating NFTs in the 
Dystoworld Portal
environment
Creating the portal 
land map
Setting up 
beta.dystoworld.ai
Portal Smart Contracts 
Internal Audit
Dystoworld Technical/-
Blockchain partnerships

Website launch
Social Media Presence
Community Building
Awareness Programs
Setting up the ecosystem 
development environ-
ment
Expanding Dystoworld 
Ecosystem partnerships

Idea finalization
Delimiting and concep-
tualizing the components 
of the ecosystem
Planning the marketing 
and community building

Integrating DystoWorld 
with more blockchains
Partnering and sharing 
insight with other AI projects
Launching and conveying 
utility to more games 
and NFT collections.
Starting the process of 
confering life and 
personalities to NFTs

Creating the API and 
backend for GPT3 integration. 
Designing the chatroom 
interface
Configuring and 
parametrizing the 
backend for personality 
emergence
Enabling individual NFTs 
to have customized 
personalities
Tracking and analyzing 
interactions in the chatroom

Competitor and market
research
Brainstorming and
structuring the 
ecosystem

Concept and Idea
development

Ecosystem 
architecture

Start building 
the ecosystem

Dystoworld Portal 
Implementation

Dystoworld 
Launchpad 

Implementation

GPT3 
Large Language 
Model Integration

Expanding 
the ecosystem

Q2 2022Q1 2022 Q4 2022Q3 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023
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TEAM

Vlad founded one of the biggest blockchain 
outsourcing companies in Romania: MbnTech. He 
managed a team of over 20 blockchain engineers, 
which worked with some of the industry’s biggest players, 
such as Near Protocol and Filecoin.

Vlad SAS
CEO

Codrin RARES
CTO

Shantanu KUMAR
CFO

Alexandru BUJOR
CPO

vlad@dystoworld.com

Shantanu has a lifelong passion for business growth
and finance. He has helped other projects “behind 
the-scenes” and raised funds for different ventures.
He was involved in and helped grow OKX, Coinflex,
Xdai, Presearch, LTO, Kira Core, Mantra Dao, Linear,
Solv Protocol, Torum, and Hyve.

Codrin led his own team to develop nutriScope 
- a Business Network for Food Industry. Piloted
successfully at Loblaws (the biggest food retailer in
Canada) and their supply chain (± 500 companies).
He has vast experience in the software industry,
both as a manager and as a go-to technical guru.

Tech and NFT enthusiast. Always in search of the
next big thing and trying to build meaningful software 
related to it. Founded and developed metaascraper.io, 
a powerful NFT analytics and rarity tool.

shantanu@dystoworld.com

codrin@dystoworld.com alex@dystoworld.com



https://www.linkedin.com/in/eduard-dumea-1489b010b/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/stefan-manciu-15b62484/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/ionut-daniel-dobos-062033101/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexandru-gazdac/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/luana-chang-0b0984136/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdan-purnavel-73b05a14b/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andreea-lazarovici-56bb74176/https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrei-cocota-576846197/https://www.linkedin.com/in/paul-bedrule/

TEAM

Eduard Dumea
LEAD BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER

Stefan MANCIU
LEAD BACKEND  DEVELOPER

Ionut DOBOS
SOFTWARE ARCHITECT

Alexandru GAZDAC
BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER

Luana CHANG
PMO

Bogdan PURNAVEL
LEAD FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Paul BEDRULE
SENIOR FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

Andrei COCOTA
FRONTEND DEVELOPER

Andreea LAZAROVICI
HR SPECIALIST
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ADVISORS

Tudor 
STOMFF
HYVE’S 
CEO

Early blockchain adopter (2013), Tudor
is redefining the nature of professional
relationships with Hyve, a platform that 
aims to enhance the supplier – client 
relationship using decentralization and 
the power of blockchain.

Charles
READ
RARESTONE
CAPITAL’S CEO

Charles Read is the founding partner of
Rarestone Capital. Charles built and
scaled the company from sub $1m to
over $100m in AUM within 18 months.
He has held a focused interest in the
Open Metaverse, Spatial Web and
blockchains' implications on gaming
since he joined the industry in 2017.

Hans 
SUNDBY
HASU 
DIGITAL’S CEO

Hans is the CEO of Hasu Digital, a
Norwegian-based crypto consultancy
company that gives founders from
across the globe access to top minds
and think tanks allowing them to turn
their ideas into successful businesses.
We help create short and long term
strategies that open up your company
to unlimited potential.



BACKERS



PARTNERS
PARTNERS

PARTNERS



PARTNERS



Thank you!

Contact us :

office@dystoworld.com

https://twitter.com/DystoWorld

https://dystoworld.ai


